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effective campaigns. 'Quaker pamphleteering was a self-conscious and carefully con
ducted activity, and an integral part of the Quaker campaign', Peters observes (p. 252).
Although Peters' work is of the greatest relevance to the study of the matetial
processes of textual production, she offers keen assessments of the Quakers' religious
and political themes. Of most interest, I think, is the identification of Quaker strate
gies of authorship aimed at engaging the reader. Peters contends that the texts
reached out to an extended readership (local and national/Quaker and non-Quaker)
and shows that, in doing so, their agenda was inclusive. The readership was to be
engaged with as potential converts, for instance: '[Quakers sought] universal religious
participation' (p. 154). This idea chimes with Peters' sense that authors' established
purpose was to convince (in the spiritual sense of the word), rather than alienate, and
perhaps the coherence of her position underestimates, a little, the antagonism Quak
ers reacted to and fuelled. Nevertheless, her assessment could potentially provoke
new research into reader-response in the period; it certainly consolidates the link
between orality and literature.
She is arguably unlikely to convince scholars who are bent on underestimating the
significance of the Quakers' political thought to change their view. The recent revi
sionist assault on the radical writers of the revolutionary period (Levellers, Quakers,
Ranters, Diggers) counteracts the supposed over-concentration on the sects with
assertions that the effect of the radical minority was in fact limited. Peters does much
to indicate that Quakers were challenging the legal structure, arguing for religious
toleration, and were active petitioners of parliament. Yet her work does not go so far
as, for instance, Rosemary Moore's recent The Light in their Consciences (2000), in
establishing how the content of these tracts explores radical themes. But then, Peters
does not aim to, since her motive is to explore methods of publication. If her study
does not give a sense of a movement specifically engaged with matters of state it does,
nevertheless, indicate that Quakers cannot be seen as the insular mystics that once
they were believed to be, and neither can they be written off in the way that Chris
topher Hill's World Turned Upside Down (1972) implied. The chief factor here is that
Peters's study ends before the period of greatest political imminancy: 1659-60 were
key years for Quaker polemic. Her overview of the Nayler crisis of 1656 touches on
the political and religious issues, but her focus is on how print was utilized.
Nigel Smith's conttibution to the Cambridge History of the Book (Vol. 4, 2002)
affim1s that Quaker publishing was one of the 'two phenomena' to stand out as
exceptional in the period 1557-1695 - the other being the Marprelate tracts (p. 412).
Discussing these two phenomena, Smith maintains both were, 'highly orchestrated
and very successful attempts to exploit the powers of the press', adding, they are
'significant' when charting the 'history of the modern press' (pp. 412-13). The
importance of Quakers to scholars interested in the book trade therefore cannot be
over-estimated. Furthermore, Peters' and Ian Green's essay ('Religious Publishing in
England 1640-1699') in the same volume adds to the prominence of this sect. The
Quakers present a unique case in the history of print, owing to their extensive
records. Yet what is obvious from Print Culture and the Early Quakers is that this is a
book that will be drawn on by scholars interested in the extensive canon of radical
literature of the period for what it shows of the collectively managed, and

KEISER, R. Melvin, and MOORE, Rosemary (selected and introd.), Knowing the
Mystery if Life Within: Selected Writings if Isaac Penington in their Historical and
111eological Context (London: Quaker Books, 2005), pp. xiv + 322. ISBN 0-85245378-7, Paper, £18.00.
This two-part introduction to the life and writings oflsaac Penington is a model of
its kind. Pat� I, by Rosemary Moore and incorporating manusctipt transcriptions by
_ �a Mornson-Smith, offers a 'Life' founded on Penington's correspondence and
Du
wntmgs; Part II, by Melvin Keiser, offers an account of 'The Spirituality and
�h�ught oflsaac Penington'. Taken together with the book's two appendices, its
b!bho?raphy and two indexes (of biblical and general references), the two parts of
�nowmg the Mystery if Life Within actually serve to dismantle the rather disjunctive
hfe and �on the other hand) works' approach that its structure might initially suggest.
The Penm �o� presented by Keiser and Moore is not a concise or necessarily an easy
_
wnter.
Thetr General Introduction' quotes George Whitehead's embarrassment at
Penington's amplitude, with its awkward attempt at making a necessity seem virtu
?us: 'I hope I shall not need to write an apology for this man's many writings ...nor is
It altogether proper for me to apologise in such a case, not having read all these his
books' (p. ix). Nonetheless, the selections from Penington's works presented in
Knowing the Mystery do form, as his editors suggest, a 'comprehensive representation'
of their �ubject, linking the life and the writing in supportive, complementary ways.
Late m the second part of the book, Keiser makes a distinction that, if we are to
compare large things with snull, this serves very well as a way into the strengths of
the approach adopted in Knowing the Mystery if Life Within. 'Religious language',
Keise� writes, :vas 'for Penington ... doing something very different from defining a
conceivable thmg. It is not trying to identifY God as an Object nor to define that
Object's nature. Rather it is trying to bring us to experience God's mysterious
reality' (p. 217). Thanks to the fresh work ofDiana Morrison-Smith with Pening
ton's manuscripts, and the biographical researches of Rosemary Moore, there are
fewer of the (rather more mundane) mysteries attendant on Penington's life than
once was the case, but the account they jointly produce does not pretend to render
Pe�ingto� as a readily definable 'Object'. Instead, their work offers us a Penington
sooally ahve and engaged, a man caught up in the events both large and small of his
age, moving between matters of state and matters of the family: this is a man
changing and changeable, and all the more true to life for that. Historically and
theologically learned, Part I of the book presents a vivid and engaging biography.
Yet, at the same time, the more numinous aims that Keiser identifies for Penington's
conception of religious language are respected also. Each of the chapters constituting
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Part II introduces a varied selection of extracts from Penington's writings with a
compact account of the issues, debates and beliefs with which they engage. What is
more, these short extracts can readily be returned to their fuller original context
thanks to Appendix A, which offers notes on the contents and contexts of the
source-texts. I can readily see this unostentatious, useful work being of immense
service both to scholarly and to devotional readers; it has served me well as a primer
to unfamiliar material, and, with grace and authority, would allow an interested
reader to move beyond it into deeper study.
The book is handsomely produced, with its clear typography complemented by
four high-quality images taken from contemporary printed editions (this total swells
to five if the colour reproduction of Penington's letter 'To Friends in Amersham'
used on the front cover is included). 'Our life is love & peace & tenderness &
bearing one wth another', he writes there, famously, at the opening of the letter; his
own life, disrupted by the political and religious upheavals of the civil war, and his
long spells in Aylesbury and Reading gaols, must have seemed far otherwise at times.
This new edition allows us, in new and valuable ways, to see how his life and writing
themselves bear one with another. What's more, they do so in a way that allows his
new and returning readers to be spared some of what even his editors concede as his
'usual fault of over-wordiness' (p. 59). For this there is much to be grateful.
Tom Lockwood
University of Birn1ingham, England
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